


































Artillery/Mortar Fire

When target is verified, adjust illumination over adjusting point
and transmit:

“Coordinated illumination."
Call for fire for target attack, such as HE, ICM, etcetera.
When maximum target illumination is obtained, the observer

transmits—
"Illumination mark"
and adjusts and fires for effect with the attack munitions. .

NOTE: Coordinated illumination directs the FDC to
calculate and direct the firing of the illumination and the
attack munitions at a time that should result in the attack
munitions impacting when the target is at maximum
illumination. Observers desiring to control the firing of
both the illumination and the attack munitions should
transmit—

“By shell, at my command”
To receive two-or four-gun illumination at any time during the

illumination mission, transmit—
For two-gun illumination: “Range spread" or “Lateral spread”
For four-gun illumination: “Range and lateral spread”
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LIAISON ELEMENTS

ARMY FIRE SUPPORT ELEMENTS

Mission
Responsibility for command, control, and coordina-

tion of fire support begins with the force commander.
From the corps down to the company and team, all levels
have fire support elements (FSEs). The FSEs assist the
maneuver commander in the decision and execution
process, advise on fire support capabilities, and assist in
the planning and coordination of fire support.

Organization
FSEs have a fire support coordinator (FSCOORD) 

and a supporting staff but will otherwise vary according
to the available fire support assets. An FSE will usually
include an air liaison officer (ALO); representatives
from such elements as the air and naval gunfire liaison
company (ANGLICO); Army aviation units, and
electronic warfare support elements (EWSEs); mortars;
and other assets required by the force commander.

Echelons Above Corps. The battlefield coordination
element (BCE) is the major Army organization involved
in coordinating fire support. Its primary responsibility is
allocating resources, especially air support assets, and
the corresponding requirements for joint suppression of
enemy air defenses (J-SEAD).

.

Corps and Division. The FSEs provided at the corps
and division levels are similar in structure. Both are
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Laison Elements

located in the main and tactical command posts and in
the rear tactical operations centers.

Brigade and Battalion. The FSCOORD at brigade
level is usually the commander of the direct support
battalion. The brigade FSCOORD establishes fire
support organizations in each maneuver battalion and
company. The FSEs at brigade and battalion levels are
located in the maneuver tactical operations center
(TOC).

Company. The fire support organization at company
level is the fire support team (FIST). The FIST is
headed by the company FSO, who is also the company
FSCOORD. The field artillery and mortars provide the
primary fire support to the company. The FIST
coordinates these assets and, when available, coordinates
CAS and naval resources through the appropriate
agencies. The FIST also provides forward observer
capabilities to the company.

MARINE CORPS TACTICAL AIR CONTROL
PARTY

Mission
The Marine TACP establishes and maintains facilities

for liaison and communications between supported units
and appropriate control agencies. The TACP is led by
the air officer (AO), who informs and advises the ground
unit commander on the employment of supporting
aircraft and requests and coordinates air support
missions.
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Liaison Elements

Organization
The battalion TACP has two forward air control

(FAC) parties, while the regimental and division TACPs
have none.

Division. The division TACP has 2 officers and 11
enlisted communications personnel. They assist the
division AO by monitoring all immediate air support
requests from supporting units, by supervising the
operation of aviation nets in the division fire support
coordination center (FSCC), and by keeping the fire
support coordinator (FSC) advised of the general air
situation and specific requests of subordinate units.

Regiment. The regimental TACP has one regimental
air officer (RAO) and four enlisted communications
personnel. The RAO advises and assists the regimental 
commander regarding all aviation matters, consolidates
all preplanned and support requests from subordinate
units, coordinates with the regimental FSC, functions as
the air representative with the regimental FSCC, and
facilitates the disposition of immediate air support
requests if necessary.

Battalion. The battalion TACP has 3 officers and 12
enlisted communications personnel. The senior naval
aviator/naval flight officer functions as the battalion air
officer, and each of the other two officers is the leader of
a FAC party.
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Liaison Elements

AIR AND NAVAL GUNFIRE LIAISON
COMPANY

Mission and Employment
The ANGLICO supports a US Army or allied

division, or elements thereof, by providing the control
and liaison agencies for the employment of naval surface
fire and naval air support in amphibious assault or other
operations. The ANGLICO is normally attached to the
supported force for a joint or combined operation in
which US fleet assets are employed. The ANGLICO can
provide fleet firepower to help offset the lack of heavy
combat support initially available in most expeditionary
environments. To support airborne and special
operations forces, the ANGLICO maintains an airdrop
capability.

Organization
The ANGLICO maintains a high degree of

organizational flexibility and can task-organize to meet
the needs of the supported force. A company, if fully
committed, can support an entire US Army division of
three maneuver brigades. An ANGLICO consists of a
company headquarters and three brigade air/naval
gunfire liaison platoons. The ANGLICO headquarters
performs command and staff functions necessary to
administer, plan, direct, and supervise the execution of
assigned missions and to advise the supported
commander on the employment of the company.

The company headquarters can form a task-organized
division air/naval gunfire liaison team as necessary to
support a division or comparable-sized allied unit. Each
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Liaison Elements

platoon has one brigade liaison team to effect fire
support coordination at the US Army combat brigade or
equivalent level, two supporting arm liaison teams
(SALTs) to effect fire support at the maneuver battalion
level, and four firepower control teams (FCTs) to
provide control of naval surface support, naval air
support, and artillery support at the company level.

Division Air and Naval Gunfire Liaison Team.
The division air and naval gunfire liaison team is
task-organized to provide support to an Army division or
comparable-sized allied unit. The division team usually
attaches to the supported division headquarters FSCC,
FSE, or a comparable agency for planning, liaison,
control, coordination, and employment of supporting
arms.

Brigade Air and Naval Gunfire Team. The brigade 
air and naval gunfire team provides support to a
maneuver brigade. The air and naval gunfire teams are
task-organized to support an Army maneuver battalion
or comparable-sized allied unit. The brigade team
usually attaches to the supported brigade TOC or
comparable supporting arms for an Army brigade or
comparable-sized allied unit.

Battalion Supporting Arms Liaison Team. SALTs
provide the capability to support a battalion. They are
task-organized to support an Army maneuver battalion
or a comparable-sized allied unit. The SALT usually
attaches to a supported battalion TOC or a comparable
agency for planning, requesting, coordinating, and
controlling supporting arms for an Army battalion or
comparable-sized allied unit, as well as for liaison.
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Firepower Control Team. FCTs provide terminal
control of naval gunfire and USN and USMC CAS to a
supported maneuver company. They are task-organized
to support an Army maneuver company or a
comparable-sized allied unit. Company commanders
employ FCTs much as they would TACPs, FISTs, or
comparable agencies– to plan, request coordinate, and
provide terminal control of supporting arms for an Army
maneuver company or comparable-sized allied unit-as
well as for liaison.

AIR FORCE TACTICAL AIR CONTROL PARTY

Mission
The Air Force TACP is a control element stationed

with and supporting an Army combat unit. The TACP
provides the interface between the Army unit it supports
and the combat Air Force unit that provides combat air
support. The TACP advises the ground commander on
the capabilities and limitations of combat aircraft and
weapons and assists in planning for combat air support.
The airborne forward air controller (AFAC), the air
liaison officer (ALO), and the enlisted terminal attack
controller (ETAC) in the TACP provide final attack
control for CAS missions.

Organization
TACPs are located at corps, division, brigade, and

battalion levels and are tailored in reaming and skills to
the Army unit they support. While employed, TACPs
are under the operational control of an air support
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operations center (ASOC) or the senior TACP element
deployed.

Corps and Division. At corps and division levels
and sometimes at the field army level, the TACP has a
senior ALO, plus the fighter and airlift liaison officers
and tactical air command and control specialists
(TACCSs).

Brigade. The brigade TACP has a brigade ALO,
fighter and airlift liaison officers, and TACCs.

Battalion. The battalion TACP has one ALO and
two TACCSs assigned. At least one TACCS will also be
ETAC-qualified.
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RISK-ESTIMATE DISTANCES
Risk-estimate distances are based on the following

assumptions. Any changes to the assumptions will
increase the risk-estimate distances from those given in
Table 6. Risk-estimate distances allow the ground forces
commander or combat air commander to estimate the
risk in terms of the percent of friendly casualties that
may result from an air strike against an enemy threat
along the forward line of own troops (FLOT).
Risk-estimate distances are based on fragmentation
patterns.

COMPUTATIONS
All attacks are parallel to the FLOT. Distances are

computed from the intended impact point of the center of
a stick of bombs or a pod of rockets. Deflection distance
(from the aiming point toward the friendly troops) is
built into the risk-estimate distance. The deflection
distance equals the distance from the aircraft centerline
to the farthest outboard station, plus the lateral distance
that a weapon travels because of rack-ejection velocity.
Risk-estimate distances are for combat use and are
not minimum safe distances for peacetime training
use.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN WEAPON IMPACT
AND POINT OF INTERSECTION

For all determinations in Table 6, the position of a
prone man was assumed to be on a line perpendicular to
the line of flight (or line of weapon impacts) at the
midpoint of the line (stick) of weapons. For all sticks of
weapons, a weapon was assumed to impact at the point
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of intersection of these two lines. Thus, for the weapons
evaluated, the following relationships between weapon
impact and the point of intersection were assumed:

• GP bombs - center bomb of stick impacts at point
of intersection.  

• Rockets - center rocket.
• Cluster weapons - pattern center of the center

dispenser.
• Guns - center of pattern.
• Maverick - single-weapon delivery impacting at

point of intersection.

WEAPON RELIABILITY AND DELIVERY
PARAMETERS

A weapon reliability of 1.0 was used for all weapons
evaluated. Delivery parameters and considerations for
specific weapons are in (C) FM 101-50-3 l/TH
61A1-3-9/FMFM 5-2G-6/NAVAIR 00-130ASR-9 21.

CASUALTY CRITERION
The casualty criterion is the 5-minute assault criterion

for a prone soldier in winter clothing and helmet. The 
probability of incapacitation (PI) means a soldier is
physically unable to function in an assault within a
5-minute period after an attack. The 0.1 percent PI value
can be interpreted as being less than or equal to one
chance in one thousand.

21 Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual/Air-to-Surface (JMEM/AS):Risk Estimates for Friendly Troops. 19 December 1986.
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TROOPS IN CONTACT
The FAC should regard friendlier within 1 kilometer

of targets as a troops-in-contact situation and advise the
ground commander accordingly. The ground command-
er must accept responsibility for friendly risk when
targets are inside 0.1 percent PI. The passing of the
ground commander’s initials indicates his acceptance of
the risk for intentional ordnance delivery inside the
0.1 percent PI distance.
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FIRE SUPPORT AND AIRSPACE
COORDINATION

FORMAL COORDINATION
The FSCOORD establishes fire support and airspace

coordination, with input from his ALO counterpart at the
appropriate level of command and control. Formal
measures are usually published in the fire support plan
and the airspace coordination order (ACO). Formal
coordination can be either permissive or restrictive.

Permissive
Permissive coordination consists of the following:
Coordinated Fire Line. A line beyond which

conventional or improved conventional indirect fire
weapons (mortars, field artillery, and naval gunfire) may
fire at any time within the zone of the establishing
headquarters without additional coordination.

Fire Support Coordination Line. A line beyond
which any weapon system may attack targets without
endangering troops or requiring additional coordination
with the establishing headquarters.

Free-Fire Area. A designated area in which any
weapon system can fire conventional or improved
munitions without additional coordination and is
normally established on identifiable terrain.
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Fire Support and Airspace Coordination

Restrictive
Permissive coordination consists of the following:
No-Fire Area. An area in which no fires or the

effects of fires are allowed without prior clearance from
the establishing headquarters, except if the commander’s
force must defend against an engaging enemy force
within the no-fire area.

Restrictive Fire Area. An area in which specific
restrictions are imposed and in which fries that exceed
those restrictions are prohibited without prior
coordination from the establishing headquarters.

Restrictive Fire Line. A line established between
converging forces. It prohibits fires or the effects of fires
across the line without coordination from the
establishing headquarters.

Airspace Coordination Area. A three-dimensional
block of airspace in which friendly aircraft are
reasonably safe from friendly surface fires.

INFORMAL COORDINATION
Informal coordination consists of procedures to

deconflict aircraft from other fire support assets,
primarily artillery. The terminal air controller (FAC,
ALO, ETAC) establishes informal measures in response
to the FSCOORD’s fire support plan and implements
them for a short period of time to permit CAS
operations. Informal measures are heavily dependent
upon good FSCOORD-ALO interface.
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Fire Support and Airspace Coordination

Heading Offset
The terminal air controller selects an IP and specifies

a lateral offset from the IP-to-target run-in to deconflict
fighters from other supporting fires. Item 2 of the J-Fire
9-line must include the words “offset left/right” as
appropriate after the magnetic heading so that fighters
understand the offset is a restriction. A distance to offset
may be included, for example, “270 degrees, offset left,
2 kilometers.”

Heading Direct
The terminal air controller selects an IP so that the

IP-to-target run-in is deconflicted from other supporting
fires by at least 2 nautical miles either side of the
centerline. Item 2 of the J-Fire (-line must include the
word “direct” after the magnetic heading so that fighters
understand the heading is a restriction, for example,
“270 degrees direct.”

Informal Airspace Coordination Area
The terminal air controller establishes a two-

dimensional area where fighters can operate and be 
reasonably safe from friendly surface fires. While the
area should be established along easily identifiable
terrain features, it can be established using grid lines.
The Remarks section of the J-Fire 9-line must include
ACA boundaries and effective times, for example, “No
arty fires south of the Green River; ACA in effect UFN”
or “No arty fires west of the 20 or south of the 14 grid
lines; ACA in effect for 10 minutes.”
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Fire Support and Airspace Coordination

Maximum Ordinate
The terminal air controller obtains the maximum

ordinate of supporting fires and provides the fighters
with an altitude mean sea level (MSL) to work above.
The maximum ordinate can only be used for
deconfliction when the artillery is firing low angle and
threats or weather permit medium-altitude operations.
The Remarks section of the J-Fire 9-line must include a
maximum ordinate if used, for example, “Max ord is
6000’ MSL; work above.”

Target-to-Gun Line
The terminal air controller provides the fighters with

both the artillery impact area and the target-to-gun line
TGL). Fighters are deconflicted from other supporting
fires if they avoid both the artillery target and the TGL.
The Remarks section of the J-Fire 9-line must include
both the artillery impact coordinates and the TGL, for
example, “Arty impact at NK 414678; TGL is 100
degrees.”

Gun-to-Target Line—
The terminal air controller provides the fighters with

both the artillery location and the gun-to-target line
(GTL). Fighters are deconflicted from other supporting
fires if they avoid both the firing location and the GTL.
The Remarks section of the J-Fire 9-line must include
both the artillery location, via authentication tables or
secure voice, and the GTL, for example, “Arty location.
. . in the clear, NK. . . I set AB . . . I send JOELDB; GTL
is 100 degrees.”
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Fire Support and Airspace Coordination

Shift/Check Fire
The terminal air controller works with the FSCOORD

to shift supporting fires for a short time to another area
so that CAS operations can occur and be reasonably safe
from friendly surface fires. Although uncommon,
supporting fries may also be checked in order to permit
cyclical operations between artillery and CAS assets, for
example, “C Battery, check fire. . . fighters inbound.”
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